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Abstract

In this paper, we propose an automatic hole-filling method, particularly for recovering missing feature curves and corners. We first
extract the feature vertices around a hole of a CAD model and classify them into different feature sets. These feature sets are then
automatically paired, using ordered double normals, Gaussian mapping and convex/concave analysis, to produce missing feature
curves. Additionally, by minimizing a newly defined energy, the missing corners can be efficiently recovered as well. The hole is
consequently divided into simple sub-holes according to the produced feature curves and recovered corners. Finally, each sub-hole
is filled by a modified Advancing Front method individually. The experiments show that our approach is simple, efficient, and
suitable for CAD systems.
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1. Introduction

Triangular meshes are widely used to represent 3D mod-
els. However, for many reasons, such as occlusion, limitation
of scanners and the damaging of original models, triangular
meshes may contain holes. These holes make it difficult for
many subsequent operations, such as model rebuilding, rapid
prototyping and finite element analysis. So, it is necessary to
fill holes in a reasonable manner. In addition, hole-filling also
plays important roles in other applications, such as feature sup-
pression [1], mesh merging [2] and mesh parametrization [3].

A large number of hole-filling methods have been proposed
in current literatures. Most of them work well for small holes
located on smooth regions; however, it is still a challenge to
fill larger and complex holes with missing sharp features. Due
to the diversity and complexity of the holes, none of the ex-
isting methods works for all holes. In this paper, we focus
on the hole-filling problem of incomplete piecewise smooth
meshes that may have holes locating on feature regions. In ad-
dition, holes may also contain missing corners. Inspired by the
idea of divide-and-conquer, we propose an automatic feature-
preserving hole-filling framework for restoring the missing cor-
ners and sharp edges. Besides recovering the feature structures,
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our results are of high quality in approximating the original
meshes. On top of that, we also present a new energy function
to recover the missing corners.

To recover the missing sharp features, three main steps are in-
volved. First, feature vertices around the hole are extracted and
classified into different feature sets. Then, we automatically
match the feature sets to construct the missing feature curves
to divide the original hole into some simple sub-holes. A sim-
ple sub-hole is a hole of containing no any feature boundary
vertex except those of sharing as common boundary vertices
with other sub-holes. Finally, the sub-holes are filled by the
modified advancing front method (MAFM) [4]. In this process,
the reconstructed feature curves are preserved unchanging once
they are constructed. If there are missing corners in the hole,
they can also be efficiently recovered by minimizing a newly
defined energy.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows

• The extracted feature vertices are automatically paired to
recover the missing sharp features, which can avoid te-
dious user interactions and thus improve the algorithm’s
efficiency.

• The missing feature curves are explicitly reconstructed by
cubic splines, which interpolate the corresponding feature
vertices and guarantee the accuracy of the recovered fea-
ture structures.
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• Significantly different from previous works, the missing
corners can be recovered by minimizing a newly presented
energy before the hole is filled.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related
work is briefly reviewed in Section 2. Section 3 gives the out-
line of our method and the details are described in Section 4.
Experimental results are presented in Section 5, and Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Numerous hole-filling methods have been proposed. Gen-
erally speaking, they can be classified into two categories:
volume-based methods and mesh-based methods [5].

Volume-based methods. The input model is first converted
into an intermediate volumetric grid. After hole-filling, the vol-
ume presentation is again converted to a triangular mesh by dif-
ferent iso-surface extraction methods [6–12]. Davis et al. [7]
defined a signed distance function in the vicinity of observed
surfaces. Then a diffusion process was applied to extend this
function through the volume until its zero set bridged all holes.
A voxel-based method [8] was proposed to simplify and repair
polygonal models by adopting open and close morphological
operators. Bischoff et al. removed typical mesh artifacts by us-
ing volumetric geometry representation in [10, 11]. Hétroy et
al. [13] extracted a valid two-manifold surface from a voxel set
in geometrical and topological defect regions in a user-friendly
manner.

Volume-based methods excel in robustness in filling complex
holes. However, as stated in [5], most volume-based methods
use the Marching Cubes algorithm for reconstruction, which
generates blobby surfaces to result in losing the sharp corners
and edges of the input model. Although feature-preserving con-
touring algorithm [14] has been proposed and used in [9, 10],
it still cannot efficiently reproduce all geometric features, espe-
cially the missing sharp features.

Mesh-based methods. Unlike volume-based method, mesh-
based methods fill holes locally with the rest of the surface un-
changed. Barequet and Sharir [15] combined matched border
stitching and minimum area triangulation to fill holes. Instead
of a simple step hole-filling, Liepa [16] used refinement and
fairing to refine the obtained patch mesh, so that the triangle
density agrees to that of the surrounding mesh. This method is
further used in [17]. Zhao et al. [18] first got an initial patch
mesh by advancing front method (AFM), then optimized ver-
tex’s position by solving the Poisson equation. Pernot et al. [19]
filled holes by minimizing the curvature variant between the
surrounding and inserted meshes. However, for some complex
cases, stiffener lines have to be created manually. This method
was further improved in [20].

Jun [21] presented a piecewise hole-filling algorithm for
complex holes. The algorithm incrementally splits a complex
hole into simple sub-holes with respect to the 3D shape of the
hole boundary, and then consecutively fills each sub-hole.

Different from filling holes directly on 3D meshes, [22, 23]
triangulated holes on 2D parametric domain and embedded the

triangulation into 3D meshes by minimizing some energy func-
tions. The hole-filling patches can also be obtained by adapting
scattered data fitting techniques, such as radial basis function
(RBF) [24–26] and moving least squares [27].

Although the methods mentioned above work well for holes
located on smooth regions, most of them cannot propagate fea-
ture structures therein. The features involved in hole-filling can
be divided into two categories. One is geometric detail or tex-
ture structure, such as the geometric details of a golf or the hair
region on a head. The other is sharp features, such as sharp
edges or corners in CAD models, on which is what this work
focusing.

Handling geometric details. For reconstructing geomet-
ric details of the missing holes, a variety of methodologies
have been proposed. In the example-based methods [28–30]
or context-based methods [31, 32], holes are iteratively filled by
copying similar matching patches from the input model itself or
from some existing models. Kraevoy et al. [33] first computed
a mapping between the incomplete mesh and a template model,
then employed this mapping to glue together the components of
the input mesh and to fill the holes simultaneously. Nguyen et
al. [34] reconstructed 3D geometric information of holes from
synthesizing local gradient images on 2D parametric domain.
Xiao et al. [35] presented a texture synthesis and context based
method for appearance and geometric completion of point set
surfaces. Recently, Li et al. [36] developed a skull completion
method by combining symmetric detection and template-based
method.

Handling sharp features. Comparing to handling geometric
details, a few methods exist for processing sharp features. Chen
et al. [25, 26] reconstructed sharp features via sharpness depen-
dent filter [37]. Two processes are involved in this approach:
producing an initial repaired model by using RBF based inter-
polation method and then recovering the sharp features by a
sharpness dependent filter.

Although [25, 26] can recover sharp features, there are two
potential problems. First, RBF cannot provide well-shaped ini-
tial patch meshes for sharpness dependent filtering when the
hole is big or complex. Second, the sharpness dependent fil-
ter has an important parameter that should be carefully selected
to prevent the positions of the features unexpectable. This two
drawbacks may very easily prevent the method from recovering
the missing sharp features of the input models.

Following the piecewise scheme of [21], a feature-preserving
hole-filling method was presented in [38] by using polyno-
mial blending technique. Polynomial blending curves are con-
structed based on the detected feature vertices around the hole
to complete the missing parts of the feature curves. Generally
speaking, this method has two limitations. One is that the fea-
ture curve segments around the hole are matched interactively.
The other is that the method can not recover missing corners. To
overcome these limitations, an automatic hole-filling method is
proposed in this paper, which can not only reconstruct the miss-
ing feature curves, but also recover the missing corners.
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3. Method overview

Following most mesh-based methods [16, 18–20], we as-
sume that all meshes are triangular, oriented, manifold and
connected, with boundary is allowed. That is, two separate
holes will have no vertices in common and any hole contains
no islands (otherwise the mesh can not be connected). A tri-
angular mesh is represented by M = (V, E, F), where V =
{v1, v2, · · · , vn} denotes the set of vertices, E denotes the set
of edges and F = { f1, f2, · · · , fm} denotes the set of faces.

The flowchart of our framework is shown in Fig.1. At the
beginning, the method described in [18] is adopted to detect
all holes of the input mesh. To this end, we first identify all
boundary vertices based on the property that the numbers of
a boundary vertex’s 1-ring triangles and 1-ring edges are not
equal. Then, starting from any boundary vertex, a set of con-
nected boundary edges are traced until getting a closed loop.
This loop should be the boundary of a hole. All holes can be
identified in the same manner.

Fig. 1. Overall flowchart of the hole-filling framework.

If there are degenerated triangles along holes, an optional
cleaning process will be applied. More details can be found
in [19]. For each hole, a local mesh, usually up to five or six
rings of vertices and triangles near to the hole boundary, is used
in hole-filling (see Fig.2(a)).

To determine whether the feature recovery process is neces-
sary or not, the feature vertices around the hole are detected
based on normal tensor voting [39]. According to [39], all ver-
tices can be classified into three types, that is, face type, sharp
edge type and corner type. Both sharp edge type and corner
type vertices are called feature vertices.

As mentioned above, a hole is called simple if it contains no
feature vertices except those of sharing as common boundary
vertices with other holes. A simple hole will be directly filled
by AFM or MAFM. Otherwise, the missing feature curves and
corners are explicitly recovered to divide the original hole into
simple sub-holes. During the hole filling process, the recon-
structed features are effectively preserved. We demonstrate a
number of experiments to illustrate the applicability and effec-
tiveness of our method. In the following sections, we focus on
recovering the missing sharp features.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Feature recovery. (a) Boundary vertices are marked in red and the
vertices of the local mesh are marked in green. (b) Selected feature vertices are
marked in colors and the boundary feature vertices are marked in green. (c)
Reconstructed feature curves marked in red and the sampled vertices on feature
curves located in the hole are marked in blue. (d) The obtained patch mesh is
marked in green and the reconstructed feature lines are shown in red.

4. Feature recovery

Denote all detected feature vertices around a hole by Fh.
Some of them will be removed out and the rests are grouped
into different feature sets to construct the missing features.

4.1. Feature sets

A boundary feature vertex is a feature vertex locating ex-
actly on the hole’s boundary. For each hole, all boundary
feature vertices Fb are ordered in the oriented way of agree-
ing with the orientation of the input mesh and are denoted by
Fb = {v1, v2, · · · , vm} (see Fig.2(b)).

The feature sets can be constructed as follows. For each ver-
tex vi of Fb, a feature set Fvi is created by putting vi as the first
element of Fvi and vi is re-denoted by v0

i . The rest elements of
Fvi are recursively defined by: v j

i ( j ≥ 1) will be the j-th ele-
ment of Fvi if v j

i is the only feature vertex in Fh \ {v j−1
i }, such

that [v j−1
i , v

j
i ] is an edge ofM. That is, vki

i should be the end el-
ement of Fvi if there is no feature vertices or there are more than
one feature vertices in Fh \ {vki−1

i } to co-edge with vki
i . The ver-

tices of feature set Fvi = {v0
i , v

1
i , v

2
i , · · · , v

ki
i } are connected one

by one and each set contains one and only one boundary feature
vertex v0

i as its representative element (see also Fig.2(b)). The
feature vertices in Fh that are not selected into any feature set
should be removed out.

4.2. Feature sets matching

In order to obtain pleasing results for big or complex holes
with missing sharp features, a reasonable choice is to divide the
original hole into some simple sub-holes. To this end, the fea-
ture sets should be correctly matched to construct the missing
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feature curves. In this section, we first consider the case that
holes do not contain any missing corners and thus each missing
feature curve has to intersect the hole to two boundary feature
vertices. We postpone discussing holes with missing corners in
Section 4.4. Hence only even number of feature sets will be
handled in this section.

In practice, to match two feature sets we only need to match
their representative elements, i.e., the boundary feature vertices.
Our matching method is based on the fact that there is at least
one matching pair of Fb which is comprised of two adjacent fea-
ture vertices. This matching pair determines all other matching
pairs of Fb. As shown in Fig.2(b), if {v3, v4} is a matching pair,
then {v2, v5} and {v1, v6} should also be matching pairs.

In fact, if the number of boundary feature vertices is more
than two, in Fb there should be two pairs of comprised of
two adjacent feature vertices. If one pair is {v1, vm}, then its
corresponding pair should be {vm/2, v1+m/2}. For example, in
Fig.2(b), two such pairs are {v1, v6} and {v3, v4}. Therefore, we
will focus on finding two matching pairs of adjacent boundary
feature vertices.

Ordered double normals. Normal is one of the important
differential geometric properties. The behavior of normal re-
flects local shape of the surface, which can be accurately ex-
pressed by Gaussian mapping. Usually, the normal of a ver-
tex is computed by weighted average of its one ring triangles’
normals, not distinguishing it is a feature vertex or not. To
fully use the properties of edge type feature vertices, we in-
troduce ordered double normals for each boundary feature ver-
tex. Namely, the ordered double normals Nvi = {N1

vi
,N2

vi
} of the

boundary feature vertex vi are defined by the normals of two
adjacent triangles associated to the oriented edge [vi, v1

i ] and
[v1

i , vi] (see Fig.3(a)).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Boundary feature vertices matching. (a) and (c) The ordered double
normals of boundary feature vertices. The first one is marked in green and the
second one is marked in blue. (b) and (d) The matching result of (a) and (c).
The matched vertices are marked in same color.

At this point, to pair two adjacent boundary feature vertices,
the following energy is constructed

E(i) = ‖N1
vi
− N2

vi+1
‖ + ‖N2

vi
− N1

vi+1
‖

+‖N1
vi+m/2

− N2
v j
‖+ ‖N2

vi+m/2
− N1

v j
‖, (1)

where 1 ≤ i ≤ m/2 and j = i + 1 + m/2(mod m). In fact,
the term ‖N1

vi
−N2

vi+1
‖ reflects the normal clustering of Gaussian

mapping on the unit Gaussian sphere.
Then, two pairs {vī, vī+1} and {vī+m/2, vī+1+m/2(mod m)} are

what we want if

E(ī) = min
1≤ j≤m/2

E( j). (2)

Fig.3(b) shows a matching result obtained by minimizing E.
Convex/Concave analysis. Convexity/concavity is another

important geometric property of a vertex, but the energy E
doesn’t take it into account. This may lead to mismatching
(see Fig.3(c)). In general, the matched boundary feature ver-
tices should have the same convexity/concavity. Therefore, a
pair, together with its corresponding pair, should be filtered out
in advance, if the two adjacent boundary feature vertices con-
tained in this pair have different convexity/concavity.

Convexity/concavity of a vertex can be determined by its nor-
mal ni and Laplacian coordinate δi,

Bool(vi) =
 convex if ni.δi ≤ 0,

concave if ni.δi > 0,
(3)

where [40]
δi = (

∑
v j∈N(vi)

ωi jv j) − vi, (4)

with the default weights ωi j = 1/di and di is the valence of
vi. Combining with convexity/concavity, correct matching pairs
can be obtained (see Fig.3(d)).

Further checking. To enhance the robust of feature sets
matching, we further check the matching pairs according to the
following observation. For a correct marching pair {vi v j}, two
vectors −−−→vi v j and −−−→v j vi should both point to the hole region. Oth-
erwise, the pair is considered as false matched. This can be eas-

ily checked with the help of vectors
−−→
v1

i vi and
−−−→
v1

jv j, which both
point to the hole region as well. For each correct matching pair

{vi v j}, it should hold both −−−→vi v j ·
−−→
v1

i vi > 0 and −−−→v j vi ·
−−−→
v1

jv j > 0
(see Fig.4(a)).

It is worth to point out that it could exist several potential
matching results for a hole whose feature boundary vertices are
all on a same feature curve, as shown in Fig.4(b). The match-
ing strategy for Fig.4(b) may give two potential matching re-
sults. One is {v1, v2} and {v3, v4} (see Fig.4(a)), which generate
two small feature segments to fill the missing part of the feature
curve. The other is {v1, v4} and {v2, v3}, which will generate
a long and a short segments that overlap with each other. The
latter case will cause serious problems in hole-filling, such as
self-intersection. Fortunately, this mismatching can be elimi-
nated by the fact that the correct matching should satisfy the

conditions −−−→vi v j ·
−−→
v1

i vi > 0 and −−−→v j vi ·
−−−→
v1

jv j > 0, as mentioned
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(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 4. Further checking. (a) The boundary feature vertices are marked in
green and the edge type vertices directly connected to them are marked in red.
The dash red vectors composed by v1

i and vi point to hole region. For a match-
ing pair {v1, v2}, two vectors pointing to each other are shown in green. (b) A
hole with boundary marked in green. (c) Filling result of (b).

above. By eliminating such false matchings, the correct match-
ing is obtained and the filling result is shown in Fig.4(c).

Due to the diversity and complexity of holes, some special
cases may be encountered. For instance, if a feature curve in-
tersects with a hole in only one vertex, there is nothing to recon-
struct with this feature there. In this case, the separate feature
vertex will be treated as an outlier in the set of the detected
feature vertices.

4.3. Feature curves reconstruction
For each matching pair {vi, v j}, the vertices of Fvi and Fv j

will be put together as the interpolation knots to reconstruct the
potential feature curve. For flexibility and efficiency, a para-
metric cubic spline of cumulative chord length is adopted to fit
the potential feature curve.

Given n + 1 vector values Pi(xi, yi, zi), i = 0, 1, · · · , n, denote
the chord length of two adjacent vectors by

li =
√

(xi − xi−1)2 + (yi − yi−1)2 + (zi − zi−1)2, (5)

where i = 1, 2, · · · , n. Then, ∆ : 0 = t0 < t1 < · · · < tn, is a par-
tition of the parameter interval [t0, tn], where ti =

∑i
j=1 l j, i =

1, 2, · · · , n. Based on the partition ∆, we construct C2 cubic
spline functions x(t), y(t) and z(t) to interpolate data {xi}, {yi}
and {zi}, respectively. P(t) = (x(t), y(t), z(t)) is called the para-
metric cubic splines of cumulative chord length with respect to
data Pi(xi, yi, zi), i = 0, 1, · · · , n.

The constructed feature curves and the new sampled vertices
are shown in Fig.2(c) and Fig.5. These feature curves divide
the original hole into several simple sub-holes. The boundary
vertices of each sub-hole are composed of the sampled vertices
obtained from feature curves and the original boundary vertices.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 5. More results of feature curves reconstruction. (a) Octa-flower. (b)
Twirl. (c) Twist. (d) Part of the Fandisk.

4.4. Corner recovery

In this section, we propose a novel energy to recover the po-
tential missing corners. By minimizing the energy, it generates
a vertex of the potential missing corner. Furthermore, if the
minimized energy is relative small, the potential missing corner
obtained should be a missing corner. It is also clear that the ver-
tex of a missing corner should be the intersection of multiple (at
least three) smooth surfaces . For a missing corner, its vertex
is used, together with the boundary feature vertices, to recon-
struct the missing feature curves by using cubic spline curves.
In the following, we take Fig.6(a) as an example to illustrate the
process of recovering the missing corner.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. Corner recovery. (a) Part of a cube model with a missing corner. (b) A
victual filled patch mesh. (c) The reconstructed corner and feature structures.
(d) Filling result of (a).

If c = (x, y, z) is a potential missing corner, we can obtain
a virtual filling patch by connecting it to all boundary ver-
tices (see Fig.6(b)). To determine the position of the missing
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corner, the following energy is constructed. For each bound-
ary edge [vi, v j], there are two faces. One is the existing face
fi jk = [vi, v j, vk] and the other is the virtual face f jic = [v j, vi, c].
Consider the volume Ti j of the tetrahedron composed of ver-
tices vi, v j, vk, c,

Ti j =
1
6


1 1 1 1

vix v jx vkx x
viy v jx vkx y
viz v jx vkx z

 , (6)

where (vix, viy, viz) is the coordinates of vi. Summing the
squares of Ti js over all boundary edges, we get

TB =
∑

[vi,v j]∈EB

T 2
i j, (7)

where EB is the set of all boundary edges. If c = (x, y, z) is not
a potential missing corner, i.e., does not lie on the intersection
of multiple piecewise surfaces, the minimum of TB will be rel-
evant large. If it does, the minimum of TB must be a very small
number. Thus, we can recover the missing corner by minimiz-
ing TB, which is the intersection of multiple piecewise surfaces.

Additionally, to obtain a more evenly distributed virtual
patch mesh, the tetrahedron’s volume associating to each inner
edge of the virtual patch mesh is also considered. That is,

TI =
∑

T 2
ic, (8)

where [vi, c] is the inner edge of the virtual patch mesh with the
exception that vi belongs to the boundary feature vertex set Fb.

Then, the total energy for recovering the missing corner can
be written as

T = TB + TI . (9)

After restoring the missing corner by minimizing T , the
missing feature curves are reconstructed, as stated above. These
reconstructed missing feature curves divide the original hole
into simple sub-holes (see Fig.6(c)). Fig.6(d) shows the final
filling result.

4.5. Sub-hole filling
At this point, all feature structures are recovered and the orig-

inal hole has been divided into simple sub-holes. Several meth-
ods can be used to fill the sub-holes, such as the method used in
[16], planar triangulation used in [21, 23, 41] or AFM used in
[18].

It is well known that AFM works well for planar holes. How-
ever, due to each new vertex is created on the plane determined
by the adjacent boundary edges, AFM does not work well for
curved holes. To address this issue, a modified advancing front
method [4] is adopted. The main idea of MAFM is to compute
an optimal inserting direction to improve filling results. More
details are referred to [4].

Additionally, an optional mean filter can be applied to the
inner part of each newly created patch mesh. By applying the
mean filter, the newly created vertices will be distributed more
evenly and the quality of the patch mesh can be further im-
proved.

4.6. Corner detection
After sub-hole filling, we turn back to discuss two problems.

One is how to judge whether there are missing corners in a hole.
The other is how to decide which parts of the boundary edges
and boundary feature vertices should be used to recover each
missing corner.

For each hole with the detected boundary feature vertices Fb,
we define K = #(Fb), the number of elements of Fb. If K = 0
or 1, fill the hole directly by MAFM. If K = 2, maybe there is
a missing feature curve and the feature set matching is applied.
If K ≥ 3, we first assume that there are missing corners and use
all boundary feature vertices and all boundary edges to compute
the energy T according to Eq.9. If T is smaller than a specified
threshold ε, we say that there is a potential missing corner. Oth-
erwise, we have to consider all the combinations of the vertices
of Fb to determine if there are missing corners contained in the
hole or not. Thus, the computational complexity could be the
exponential in K.

Algorithm 1 Corner detection
1: Fb = {v1, v2, . . . , vK},K ≥ 3 ∥ boundary feature vertices
2: #(Fb) the number of element in Fb

3: ε ∥ threshold
4: IFb ∥ involved boundary feature vertices
5: T ∥ the energy for IFb

6: for i← #(Fb) : −1 : 3 do
7: if i == #(Fb) then
8: IFb ← Fb

9: compute T for IFb

10: if T < ε then
11: compute corner
12: BREAK
13: end if
14: else
15: for j← 1 : #(Fb) do
16: IFb ← i adjacent boundary feature vertices of Fb

17: compute T for IFb

18: if T < ε then
19: compute corner
20: Fb ← Fb − IFb

21: go to Step 6
22: end if
23: end for
24: end if
25: end for

To reduce the computational complexity, two important as-
sumptions are taken into account. First, only the combinations
composed of consecutive boundary feature vertices are consid-
ered, and second, the number of the feature vertices contained
in each combination is not too large, at most B (a number to
define later), for example. In fact, in geometry, it is reason-
able only to use consecutive feature vertices to obtain a miss-
ing corner. It is also reasonable to further assume that B is not
too large, since it is not common that a large number of feature
curves meeting to one point. In our experiment, we set B equals
five.

After first assumption, we only need to check a total number
of not more than (#(Fb) − 3)#(Fb) combinations whose sizes
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run from 3 to #(Fb) − 1. After second assumption, there are
only total number of not more than (B − 2)#(Fb) combinations
to check.

Fig. 7. For recovering each corner, the information of the used boundary
vertices are shown in red.

For each combination, boundary edges lying among the ad-
jacent boundary feature vertices are also used in determining
the missing corner. Additionally, to enhance the robust of this
scheme, a few boundary edges exceeding the scope of the com-
bination could be used as well. As shown in Fig.7, for each
missing corner, the vertices of the used boundary edges are
marked in red. If there is a case with the energy smaller than
the specified threshold, then a potential missing corner is de-
tected. After one corner is found, the involved boundary fea-
ture vertices of this corner are removed from Fb. If the num-
ber of the remaining boundary feature vertices is not smaller
than three, repeating the above process until all three adjacent
boundary feature vertices are considered. In this way, all poten-
tial missing corners can be searched. The details of the method
are shown in Algorithm 1.

If the hole contains missing corners, then there exists at least
one combination such that its energy is small enough, smaller
than a carefully selected threshold. Otherwise, we believe that
there is no missing corner. In our implementation, the threshold
ε is taken as 0.001 times of the regular tetrahedron’s volume
(the edge length of this regular tetrahedron equals to the average
of all edges in the mesh), which always results ideal results. For
a hole with n boundary edges and K (K ≥ 3) boundary feature
vertices, there are at most O(n ∗ K2) operations. In practice,
the number of boundary feature vertices of each hole is usually
small. Therefore, we can find all potential missing corners in
O(n) operations.

5. Experiments and results

In this section, we first demonstrate a number of experiments
and comparisons with other state-of-art methods to illustrate the
effectiveness of our approach. The limitations of our method
are discussed at the end of this section.

5.1. Feature curves recovery
Let us first test our method on a box model (similar to the

model used in [41]) and the Fandisk model (the same one used
in [38]) to recover the missing sharp features. From Fig.8(a-
d) we can see that the methods [38] and [41] work well for

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

Fig. 8. (a-b) An example from [41] and the result. (c-d) An example from
[38] and the result. (e) A similar model to (a). (f) Our result. (g) The same
model of (c). (h) Our result.

recovering the missing sharp features. In fact, for these simple
cases we can also accomplish perfect reconstructions, which
can be easily observed from Fig.8(f) and (h).

To further show the advantages of our method, we compare
our method with that of Ju [9], Attene [17], and Chen [26] in
four aspects: the shape recovery, the quality of the recovered
meshes, the ability to handle noisy data, and the efficiency of
filling big holes.

The first advantage of our method is that the missing shape
can be effectively recovered. In Fig.9, for the small hole locates
on a relative smooth area, all methods can achieve acceptable
results, and the results of Attene and ours are slightly better. But
for the hole with missing sharp features, both Ju and Attene’s
methods could not nicely recover the missing sharp features.
On the contrary, our method achieves an almost perfect result
(see Fig.9(d)).

Another comparison between our approach and Chen et
al. [26] is carried out in Fig.10. Due to the sharpness de-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 9. (a) Fandisk with two holes. (b-d) The filling results obtained by the
methods of Ju [9], Attene [17] and ours, respectively.

pendent filter being sensitive to the quality of the initial patch
mesh, the method presented in [26] may produce unexpected
result when several feature curves missed simultaneously (see
Fig.10(a). The results used in Fig.10, Fig.11 and Fig.12 are
provided by Cheng [26]). As shown in Fig.10(b), our method
generates a more pleasing result with the missing sharp features
well reconstructed.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Octa-flower. (a) Result of [26]. (b) Result of our method.

The second advantage of our method is that our results can
well match the original feature parts. In Fig.11, it can be seen
that both methods are able to reconstruct the missing sharp fea-
tures. However, from the zoom-in views, we can see that the
feature curve constructed by [26] could not smoothly match
to its surrounding feature curve, while the feature curve con-
structed by our method is much better due to the nice fitting
property of the cubic spline curves.

The third advantage of our method is that it can handle noisy
models. Once the feature vertices of the noisy model are cor-
rectly detected, our method can generate reasonable results with
features recovered. As shown in the zoom-in views of Fig.12,
our method obtains a more natural filling result than that of [26].
In addition, the vertex distribution of Chen and Cheng’s result
is over dense, while our vertices’ distribution matches to the
surrounding meshes.

The fourth advantage of our method is that our method can
deal with big hole with missing sharp features. Applying our
method to the big hole that almost crosses the whole Fan-

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Fandisk. (a) Result of [26]. (b) Result of our method.

Fig. 12. Noisy Fandisk model (contaminated by Gaussian noise with the
standard variance is 6% of the mean edge length of the mesh). Top: Filling
result obtained by [26]. Bottom: The result of our method.

disk model as shown in Fig.13, the missing part, in particu-
lar, the seven sharp feature curves are completely restored (see
Fig.13(c) and (d)). Two more experiments are shown in Fig.17
and Fig.18.

5.2. Corners recovery
Different from the recovered missing corner shown in

Fig.6(d)), another recovered missing corner is shown in
Fig.14(b). One difference is that the missing part in Fig.14(a) is
much bigger. Another notable difference is that there is a curved
missing feature line in Fig.14(a), which makes the missing cor-
ner recovery much harder. Fig.14(b) shows that our method
still recovers the missing corner and other missing features ef-
ficiently to obtain a visually pleasing result.

If there are more corners missed in a hole, we can restore
them one by one. In Fig.15(a), after restoring the two missing
corners, one missing feature line in the middle of the hole can
be easily reconstructed. These recovered corners and feature
curves divide the original hole into simple sub-holes, which are
effectively filled by AFM (see Fig.15(b)).

5.3. Limitations
Our method mainly focuses on feature-preserving hole-

filling for piecewise smooth meshes. The complex case con-
sidered in [7] or the geometry details considered in [31] are not
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 13. Fandisk with a big hole. (a) and (c) The hole viewed from two sides.
(b) and (d) The result of our method.

(a) (b)

Fig. 14. (a) Fandisk model with a missing corner. (b) Filling result.

considered and they will be our future works. In addition, if
there are no sufficient information available, it is difficult to re-
store the missing features automatically (see Fig.16(a) and (b)).

It should be also noted that we only focus on the holes with-
out islands. In practice, this problem could be solved if we
consider the solution proposed in [16, 38], where line segments
(either automatically or manually) are used to create bridges
between disconnected boundaries. Following this scheme, if
there are feature vertices detected in island, we can heuristically
match feature vertices between island and the hole’s boundary
to construct sharp features. Since dealing the hole with island
is not the main contribution of the current work, it will also be

(a) (b)

Fig. 15. (a) A complex hole with two missing corners in a cube model. (b)
The resulting patch mesh shown in red with feature structures preserved.

(a) (b)

Fig. 16. Difficult to recover missing corners without enough information.

considered in our future work.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 17. Twirl model. (a) Twirl model with a hole. (c) Filling result. (b) and
(d) are the zoom-in views of the result from different view points.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a feature-preserving hole-filling
method to automatically recover the missing sharp features and
corners from piecewise smooth surfaces. Based on a sequence
of processes including feature detection, feature sets matching,
corner recovery, feature curves reconstruction and sub-hole fill-
ing, we can restore the potential sharp features hidden in in-
complete meshes, not only the missing feature curves, but also
the missing corners, in an automatic way. Experimental results
demonstrated that our results are much closer to reality and out-
perform that of obtained by previous methods.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 18. Twist model. (a) Twist model with a hole. (c) Filling result. (d) and
(d) are the zoom-in views of the result from different view points.
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Highlights
-¿A feature preserved hole-filling method is proposed for tri-

angular meshes. -¿Missing feature curves can be automatically
restored from the detected features. -¿Missing corners can be
effectively recovered by minimizing a new presented energy.
-¿Cube spline interpolation guarantees the accuracy of the re-
covered feature curves.
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